Jeopardy

The APA version
What type of spacing does APA require between all manuscript lines?
All sources cited should appear in what two places within your paper?
Where does the title of your paper go on the title page?
What is, the official style of the American Psychological Association (APA) and is commonly used to cite sources in psychology, education, and the social sciences.
What font is preferred in APA format?
How should references be spaced on your references page?

What is, double space all references. 5.18
What is used to separate two independent clauses that are not joined by a conjunction (such as and or but)?
According to APA format, the list of sources cited in your paper which appear at the end are called?
What size font does APA format require for typefaces?
How should titles of books, journals, magazines, and newspapers appear on your reference page?
An APA format title page should consist of?
In what order should the references at the end of your paper should appear?
How far in and where should margins be placed on every page of an APA paper?

What is, 1 inch (2.54 cm) at the top, bottom, left and right of every page. 803
When would the abbreviation et al. be used in a reference citation written in APA format?

If there are more than 6 authors listed for an article, book, or other source.
What are three levels of Headings used in a manuscript/paper?
In APA style, a long quotation which is more than 40 words long needs?
What is, the first line of every paragraph and the second and subsequent line of every reference (hanging indent).

What two places should be indented within a APA format Paper?
In APA style, what is the correct order of information when referencing a scholarly journal article in a reference list?

Author, year, article title, periodical title, volume number, page number(s).
A running head for publication should be no more than how many characters?
In what year did APA format originate?